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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT & SUSTAINABILITY EXPERT – well verse experience working in inter- & transdisciplin ary environment, create institutional linkages and a team working player with sustainability leadership character.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Dr Irina Safitri Zen is the Sustainability lecturer and researcher, the Head of Sustainability Reserach Unit of the Institute Sultan Iskandar (ISI), the Associate Fellow of the Center for Innovative Planning and Development (CIPD), a member of Low Carbon Research Group, the Low Carbon Asia Research Center, Faculty of Built Environment, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. She received her Bachelor’s honor degree (Ecology), Master and PhD in Environmental Management from National University of Malaysia (UKM). She received Zamalah Scholarship during her PhD from the University and her research focus on waste recycling management and behaviour with policy implication was funded by an Intensified Research Program Area (IRPA) project under Ministry of Education of Malaysia. She is the Best Student during the master level and gained a Second Class Upper grade in her Bachelor degree. She specializes in environmental management, sustainability science, sustainable development and policy studies. Her research activities are focused on environmental management with an environmental policy implication, fostering sustainability science into action and educating sustainable development. She is a founder of UTM Campus Sustainability initiatives in 2011 and an initiator of the Sustainable Development Solution Network (SDSN) UTM Chapter in 2017, as part of the SDSN Global Network in implementing Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). She is start her career as a research assistant since 1998, an accomplished environmental management expert exposed in various projects consultancy with more than 15+years experiences before enter the academic world in 2010. She get used to work with an inter- and trans- disciplinary environment with various organizations, established extensive institutional linkages and part of several networks, i.e. the Sustainable Development Solution Network (SDSN) Malaysia, Malaysia GreenTech under Ministry of Energy, Green Technology and Water, Melaka GreenTech under Melaka State Government, UNESCO Office Jakarta, Regional Science Berau for Asia and the Pacific, Academy Leadership in Higher Education (AKEPT) under Ministry of Higher Education, Center for South East Asia Studies (CSEAS), Jakarta, to name a few. She is the Indonesian citizenship who works and reside in Malaysia for almost 33 years. She is actively attend and invited in conferences and publish her research in numerous article in well established journal and books.

SPECIALIZATION
- Environmental Management & Policy
- Sustainability Leadership
- Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)
- Urban Environment Research
- Research Methodology
- Sustainability Assessment
- Sustainability Research & Implementation
- Research Development & Management
- Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation Policy